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LET'S BEGIN!



HOW TO LEARN ENGLISH GRAMMAR?



Sweet dream or a beautiful nightmare? 
Opinions differ.

Some love it as they can challenge and check
themselves, some hate it as they get lost in the mazes

of countless rules and exceptions. 
So how to make it more approachable?  

ENGLISH GRAMMAR



LEARNING GRAMMAR - DO'S AND DONT'S  

Keep things simple 
Don't complicate your learning process with the idea

that we have 20 different tenses in English. Or
maybe 22? Or 16? 

No. 
We have just three time references:

past -present - future.
Start your grammar practice here, organize your

knowledge into simple categories. It'll be easier for
you to retrieve information in the future.  



LEARNING GRAMMAR - DO'S AND DONT'S  
Example 

Think about the context 
It's here when you actually apply the different uses
of tenses. Instead of focusing on learning grammar

rules by heart, apply them. 
Consider whether the action is permanent or
temporary? Is it completed in the past or still
happening. Is it an intention or a fixed plan? 

When you know what you want to express in a
sentence, it makes it easier to choose which

grammar construction is necessary.  

vs



LEARNING GRAMMAR - DO'S AND DONT'S  

Don't focus too much on
the tenses' names 

Again, try to shift your way of using grammar
constructions from focusing too much on the

names of tenses but rather on the construction's
form and usage and then naturally connect it with

the tense's name.  
Again, think what you want to say, when is the action
taking place and then choose the right tense for it. 

Say:
''I must talk about

the action that was
completed in a

specific moment in
the past, so I must
use the past form

of a verb. 
It must be Past

Simple."



LEARNING GRAMMAR - DO'S AND DONT'S  
When the linguistic
terms are difficult
to remember try to
use other words,

easier to remember. 
I say "operator"

instead of
"auxiliary" or the

3rd form of a verb
instead of calling it
"past participle".  

Don't focus on learning
specialized linguistic vocabulary

You don't have to know all the difficult linguistic
terms to be able to use grammar correctly; it's
enough you know the construction pattern! 
While it's useful to know the basics like the
differences between a noun and verb, it's

perfectly OK to not know what an auxiliary is or
the past participle. :) 



LEARNING GRAMMAR - DO'S AND DONT'S  

Be creative! 
Don't just endlessly rewrite grammar exercises -

languages need active practice!
Tell a story in which you use the construction as

often as possible, write a journal and recount your
adventures, write a poem, talk to your

teacher/friend in English... 
Creative possibilities are countless! 

Remember to avoid
saying 

'I'll practice Present
Simple Tense'.

Say 
'I'll talk about my

daily routine.' 



ACTIVITY TIME



EXERCISE
Imagine you're at a party and you don't
know other guests. Think how would
you introduce yourself and say a little
bit about yourself?  

Tip:
Think about your work/studies, hobbies,
family, place of living. 

Which grammar construction will you
practice? ;)



Here are two native speakers doing the same thing!

Source: https://youtu.be/UnEmEbWytI8

POSSIBLE ANSWERhttps://youtu.be/UnEmEbW
ytI8

https://youtu.be/UnEmEbWytI8
https://youtu.be/UnEmEbWytI8


Be creatiive!
Do something more about
your practice than simply
rewrite exercises.
You can be creative in using
a language in so many
ways! 

CLASS RECAP
Remember!
Learning a language is fun!
Keep it simple, don't complicate
your learning with complex and
hard to understand grammar
rules or difficult linguistic terms.
Make it understandable for you,
so you can use it :) 

Learn grammar according
to the context and use of a
construction and not the
tense's name.



SELF- PRACTICE
Now's your turn to get creative. :)

Choose on of the topics from the box and
prepare a short story/description. 

You can share your ideas in the comments.
Much welcome! 

Have fun folks and talk to you soon!  



OneStopEnglish - useful handouts  by
Macmillan Education

 
https://www.onestopenglish.com/adu

lts/grammar

BBC 6 minute Grammar - 
 conversations on different grammar

structures
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/learningenglis
h/basic-grammar

FluentU - useful tips to learn English
grammar 

 
https://www.fluentu.com/blog/gramm

ar-language-learning/

Active links in the description under my video :) 

USEFUL RESOURCES

https://www.onestopenglish.com/adults/grammar
https://www.bbc.co.uk/learningenglish/basic-grammar
https://www.fluentu.com/blog/grammar-language-learning/
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with Lusessita Kingsley
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